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Best machine capable of lowered feed dogs, in good working order, and owner’s manual 

Free motion foot 

Quilter’s extension table, if you have one 

Quilter’s gloves, finger tips, or rubber gloves, a size smaller than you usually wear, or a Quilt Halo 

Slider Teflon mat (optional, bring only if you have one) 

Basic sewing supplies 

Blue washout marker, or whatever quilt design marker works best for you; chalk, frixion pens, etc.  

Ruler 

Topstitch machine needles, of varying sizes – 75 to 90 to 100 (Topstitch needles have a large eye, with a 

long scarf which accommodate even the fussiest metallic threads. Bring some double needles if you 

would like to try thread painting with them.   

As many different types of threads as you want to try.  Anything goes.  Consider larger threads for 

bobbin work such as Razzle Dazzle or pearl cotton. .  Gather a variety of different weights, colors.  

Polyester, cotton, silk, metallic, rayon.  (Choose some colors of thread to use on the practice pieces of 

fabric I will supply – see photo at bottom of supply list.  If you are ready to stitch your raw edge collage, 

bring thread colors appropriate to the collage) 

Lightweight thread for the bobbin; Bottom Line 60 wt., nylon or polyester invisible, any 50 wt. cotton 

will do as well 

Several pieces of stabilized fabric to thread paint on – Two pieces of muslin fused together, a raw edge 

fabric collage as we did in the first class (fusible web sandwiched between a muslin backing and collaged 

top), some sort of stabilizer, medium weight.  It can be iron on tear away, plain tear away, medium 

weight interfacing (can be doubled for added stability), even freezer paper works well.  If you want to 

decide on what fabric to fuse or stabilize in class, then bring extra fusible web.  

Several small pieces of thin batting, ( cotton, bamboo, silk,  polyester or blend) or felt.   

Extra light, power strip, extension cords, chair cushion (power strips available at Yankee Pride) 

Glue stick, Rubbing alcohol and cotton balls (for wiping sticky fusible glue off your needle, as needed) 

Notebook and pen for notetaking 
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This is the Sunflower fabric that you will be given a piece of to practice on.  Choose threads from your 

stash that you would like to use on this fabric. 

 


